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Introduction

In my previous paper [8] it has been shown that in any complete
lattice with independence relation " l.." and equivalence relation ",_," defined
by the axioms (1, a)-(1, () and (2, a)-(2, () respectively, there can be introduced the dimension functions which satisfy the conditions of Definition
5.2 of [8]. As shown there ([8], §2), both continuous geometries and the
lattice formed by the projections of any A W*-algebra are of this category.
In any Baer *-ring A, the lattice L of its projections satisfies the axioms
(1, a)-(1, () if el. f stands for ef =0 (e,f EL), and we can define in L two
kinds of equivalence: algebraic- and *-equivalences. The main purpose of
this paper is to search for the conditions under which these equivalence
relations satisfy the axioms (2, a)-(2, (), in order to introduce the dimension
functions on L with requisite properties above referred to.
For this purpose, we shall replace the axiom of complete additivity
(2, o) by the weaker axioms: the axiom of finite additivity (2, 01 ) and that
of complete additivity in the restricted sense (2, o2) whose precise statements
are given in § 1. We show (Theorem 1.1) that (2, o) follows from (2, 01)
and (2, 82) by the aid of the other axioms if we further assume the axioms
(2, ,y) and (2, 17) below (§1), which are clearly verified in both continuous
geometries and AW*-algebras (see [8], p. 218).
In § 2, it is proved (Theorem 2.1) that algebraic equivalence (resp.
*-equivalence) satisfies the axioms (2, a)-(2, () if A satisfies the condition
(a) (resp. (a*)), which means that any two perspective projections are algebraically equivalent (resp. *-equivalent). And it is proved (Theorem 2.2)
that if moreover A is finite then L is a continuous geometry, as in the
case of an AW*-algebra (Kaplansky [3], Theorem 6.5).
The Baer *-ring which appears in Kaplansky [4] (resp. [5]) satisfies
the condition (a) (resp. (a*)) (Remark 2.2) which is stronger than (a) (resp.
(a*)). In §3, the reduction theory of a finite Baer *-ring A satisfying (a)
(resp. (a*)) is discussed by the aid of the reduction theory of continuous
geometry. The main result (Theorem 3.1) is that the factor ring AJI of A
by a maximal restricted ideal I is also a finite Baer *-ring satisfying (a)
(resp. (a*)) and is irreducible, and the projections of AJI from a simple
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continuous geometry. This includes Theorems 5.3 and 5.5 of Berberian [1]
as a special case, which are proved by making use of some special properties
of AW*-algebras. Using Theorem 2.1, in A and in A/I we can introduce
the normalized dimension functions in such a way that the dimension of a
projection e of A is a continuous function d(e) defined on the space of all
maximal restricted ideals of A and the dimension of a projection e/I of A/I
is equal to the numerical value of d(e) at I. Finally we show that any
finite Baer *-ring satisfying the EP- and SR-axioms of [5] and the Baer
*-ring which appears in [4] can be each represented as a subdirect product
of such irreducible factor rings.
§ 1.

A remark to the previous paper [8]

In this section, the notation and terminology coincides with that of [8].
Let L be a complete lattice with independent relation ".l" defined in [8],
§ 1. In § 2 of [8], six axioms on the relation ".....," have been given as
follows:
(2, a) a-b is an equivalence relation;
(2,/3) a-0 implies a=O;
(2, ry) if a-b 1 Ef?ib 2, then there exists a decomposition a=a 1 E9a 2 with ai-bi
(i=l,2);
(2, o) (complete additivity) if (a"; aE I) .l, (b"; aE I) .l and a"'-b" for every
ael, then ffi(a"; ael)-ffi(b,.; ael);
(2,.s) if e(a)r--e(b)=\=O, then there exist a 11 b1 such that O=\=a 1 <a, O=\=b1<b,
a 1 -b1 ; (e(a) is the central envelope of a)
(2,() if a1ffia2=b1ffib2, a1-a2, b1-b2, then a1-b1,
Now we add the following axioms which are satisfied by the two examples in §2 of [8].
(2, iy) (stronger than (2, ry)) If a -EB (b,.; a EI), then there exists a decomposition a=ffi(a,.; ael) with aa.""'b" for every ael;
(2, 17) if a and b are perspective, then a,.._, b.
And we replace (2, o) by the following weaker axioms:
(2, 01 ) (finite additivity) (2, o) holds when I is finite;
(2, o2) (complete additivity in the independent case) (2, o) holds when ffi(a";
a EI) .l E9(b,.; a EI).
We shall prove that the axioms (2, a), (2, /3), (2, iy), (2, 01 ), (2, 82), (2, e) and
(2, ,,,) together imply (2, o), by a method analogous to those of Kaplansky
[3] and [5], but we need slightly different techiniques in the case of type I.
First we shall see that the lemmas and the theorems in §2 of [8] are
valid if ",..,._." satisfies the six axioms (2, a), (2, /3), (2, ry), (2, 01 ), (2, 02) and
(2, s), in other words, (2, o) may be replaced by (2, 81) and (2, 82) in the proofs
of these lemmas and theorems. In fact, (2, 8) is used only three times: in
Lemma 2.3 (iii), Definition 2.1 and Lemma 2.7. It is clear that (2, o) may
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be replaced by (2, 01 ) in Definition 2.1 and by (2, 02) in Lemma 2.7.
LEMMA 1.1. Let (2, 01 ), (2, 02) be satisfied and (a"; a EI) .l, a"__. a~ for
every a, /3 EI. If I is infinite and a subset J of I has the same cardinal
as I then we have ffi(a"; aEJ)---EB(a"; aEI).
PROOF. This can be proved by the same method as in the proof of
[5], Chap. IV, Lemma 7 and the details are omitted.
Now, Lemma 2.3 (iii) (Schroeder-Bernstein) can be proved by (2, a),
(2, ry), (2, 01 ) and (2, 02) as follows. If a>b and a:5 b, then there exist
ai, a2EL such that a---a 1 <b, a>a 2-b. Put b=a 1 EBc 11 a=a 2EBc 2. Since
a2--- al EBci, al ---a2EBC2, we obtain the sequences {an}, {en} such that an=an+l
EBcn+l• an---an+2• cn---cn+2• by using (2,ry) successively. It is easily seen that
(en; 1 <n< 00 ) .l. Putting EB(cn; 3:Sn< oo )EBaoo=a 2, we have EB(cn; 2<n< oo)
EBaoo=a, and since EB(cn; n=2,4,6,· · · )---EB(cn; n=4,6,8,· · ·) by Lemma 1.1,
we have a--- a 2 ....., b by (2, 01 ). This completes the proof.
It is clearly proved by the six axioms that Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 of
[8] hold when a ..lb, i.e. we obtain the decomposition theorem in the independent case. Moreover, it is easily proved by the aid of Lemma 1.1 that
Lemma 3.3 of [8] follows from the six axioms.
Next, assuming that the six axioms and (2, 77) are satisfied, we shall
prove the following lemmas about minimal elements.
LEMMA 1.2. If a is minimal and e(a)<e(b), then a-<.b. Especially,
if both a and b are minimal and e(a)=e(b), then a-b.
PROOF. Put a'-'b=aEBc, By the decomposition theorem in the independent case there is zEZ0 such that zr--a ► z,,--..c, (1-z)r--a--:((1-z)r--c.
Since zr--a is minimal or zero, we have zr--c=O, so that zr--a > zr--b. Put
zr--a= (zr--b) Ef;d. Since e(zr--a) = zr--e(a) < zr--e(b) =e(zr--b), we have zr--a ► d
by [8], Lemma 2.3 (iv). Hence d=O and consequently zr--a=zr--b. On the
other hand, putting b=(ar--b)EBc1 , it follows from (2, 77) that c1 -c. Hence
(1-z)r--a--:( (1-z)r--c-(1-z)r--c 1 < (1-z)r--b. Therefore a-<. b.
DEFINITION 1.1. An element z in Z 0 is said to be homogeneous (Dixmier
[2], p. 251) if there exists an independent system of minimal elements
{c"; aEl} such that EB(c"; aEI)=z, c"-c~ for every a,/3El. Then, clearly
e( c") = z for every a EI. If z is finite then I is a finite set, since if I is
infinite then z is infinite by Lemma 1.1.
LEMMA 1.3. Let L be of type I. There exists a decomposition 1 = EB
(zT E Z0 ; 'YE I') such that each zT is homogeneous.
PROOF. By Zorn's lemma it is sufficient to show that for any O=t= z < Z0
there is a homogeneous element z1 with O=t=z1 <z. Let {c.,; aEJ} be a
maximal independent system of minimal elements such that c.. < z, c" -c~
for every a, /3 EJ, and put EB (c.,; a EI) EB d = z. If e( d) = z, then it follows by
Lemma 1.2 that c,.-<.d, which contradicts the maximality of {c.,}. Hence
putting z1 =z-e(d), we have Z 1 =t=O, Since z1 r--d=O, we have z1 =EB(z1 ,,--.-,c.,;
a EI), which means that z1 is homogeneous.
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LEMMA 1.4. Let L be finite and type I. If {a.; a EI} is an independent
system of minimal elements, then we have a decomposition 1 = EB (zT; ry EI'),
0 =\= zT e Z 0 such that for each rye I' there is a finite subset IT of I with
e(zT"'a.)=zT for aeIT and zT,--..,a,.=0 for a$Ir
PROOF. By Lemma 1.3 and Zorn's lemma, it is sufficient to show that
for any non-zero homogeneous element z there are a non-zero element
z1 < z and a finite subset I 1 of I such that e(z 1 "a,.) =z1 for a e J1 and
z1 "'a.=0 for a$ I 1 • Since z is homogeneous and finite, there is a finite
number of minimal elements {ci; l<i<n} with z=EB(ci; l<i<n), c;-c1
(i, j = 1, · • •, n ). For any z e Z 0 with O=\= z.:S z, the number n(z) of indices a
such that e(z"""'e,.)=z is at most n. Because, if e(z-"a.J=z for 1 <11 <n+l,
then since e(z"'a,.,.,)=e(z"c;) we have z"'a•, -z"ci by Lemma 1.2 and hence
z=EB(z"ci; 1 < i < n)-EB(:Z""a•,; 1 <).) S n)<z, which contradicts the finiteness of z. The ref ore there exists z1 e Z 0 , 0 =\= z1 < z such that n(z 1) > n(z)
for every z. It is easy to see that if e(z1 "a,.)<z1 then z1 "a,.=O and hence
z1 has the desired property.
THEOREM 1.1. If the relation "-" in L satisfies the seven axioms
(2, a), (2, /1), (2, ,y), (2, 81 ), (2, 82), (2, s) and (2, 17), then it satisfies the axiom

(2, 8).
PROOF. Let a=EB(a,.; ael), b=EB(b,.; ael), a.-b. for every aEI, and
we shall show that a -b. It follows from [8], Theorem 2.2 and (2, 81) that
the problem is reduced to the following three cases: L is finite and type
I; L is finite and type II; L is properly i~finite.
,
( i ) If there are a', b' EL such that a',.,.,, a, b' -b and a' j_b' then it is
easily seen that a,.._ b follows from (2, i) and (2, 82).
(ii) If Lis properly infinite, then there are cvc2 eL such that l=c 1
EB C2,.,.,, c1 -c2 by [8], Lemma 3.3. Since a < 1-cv b < 1 ,.,.,, c2, it follows from
Case (i) that a,.._ b.
(iii) If L is finite and there are a;, b; (i=l,2,3) such that (a,ava 2,a3 )j_,
(b, bi, b2, b3 ) J_, a; - a, b; - b, then we can prove that a,.,.,, b by the similar
method as in the proof of Kaplansky [3], Theorem 5.5 (using the decomposition theorem in the independent case, (2, 17) and Case (i)). The details
are omitted.
(iv) If L is finite and type II, then it is easy to prove by [8], Lemma
2.7 and Case (iii) that a-b.
( v) Let L be finite and type I. Since for any non-zero element a e L
there is a minimal element a 1 with a 1 < a, it is proved by Zorn's lemma
that for each a. there is an independent system of minimal elements {a~Tl;
ry EI',.} with EB (a~Tl; rye I'.)= a.. By (2, 7) there are {Wi; ry Er.} with EB (Wl;
'YE I'.)= b,., w) - a~T) for every 'YE r <£• Therefore the problem is reduced to
the case where a., ba. are all minimal. By Lemma 1.4, we have a decomposition 1 = EB (zT; rye I'), 0 =\= zT EZ 0 such that for each rye I' there is a finite
subset IT of I with e(zT"a.)=zT for aeIT and z+""a,.=0 for a$Ir Clearly
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we have e(zT"'ba.)=zT for aE IT and zTr--b"=O for a$ IT, and hence by Lemma
1.2 we have zTr--a"-zT,,...._a~-zTr--b"-zT,,...._b~ for a,(3Eir We divide each IT
into five mutually disjoint subsets
(i=l,2,3,4) and J, such that the four
subsets
possess the same number of elements and JT possesses at most
three elements (I; and J; may be empty). Putting a~=EB(zT"'aa; a EI;) and
b~=EB(z,r--b.. ; aEI~), we have a~----a~-b~-b;. by (2,01 ) (1 <i, j<4). Putting
ai=EB(a~; "fEI') and bi=EB(b~; "fEI'), we have ai,.._aj, bi,...._,bj by (2,0 2) and
it follows from Case (iii) that ai ,.._ b; (1 < i < 4). Next, we denote the
elements {a,.,b"; aEJT} by {a~v), b~vl; 1,1=1,2,3} with a~•l.....,b~v) (a~vl and b~') may
be zero simultaneously when JT does not possess three elements). Putting
ac')=EB(zTr--a~vJ; "fE I') and bcvl=EB(zTr--b~vl; "fE I'), it follows by [8], Lemma
2.6 (ii) that aM and bcvJ are minimal, and since e(acvJ)=e(bC,l), we have
ac,i,.._btvJ by Lemma 1.2. We have a=EB(zTr--a; "fEI')=EB(z,r--a"; "fEI', aEIT)
=EB(a\aM; l<i:S4, l<1,1<3). Similarly b=EBW, bC'l; l<i<4, l<1,1<3).
Therefore a- b by (2, 01). This completes the proof.
This theorem shows that in [8] the assumption (2, o) is so strong that
(2, ry) and (2, 77) are unnecessary in the process introducing the dimension
functions. By [8], §3, Remark (i), (ii) we obtain the following result.
COROLLRAY. If the relation ".....," in L satisfies the seven axioms in
the theorem and L is finite, then L is upper-continuous complemented
modular lattice. If moreover Z 0 =Z, then ",...._,,, coincides with the perspectivity.
It is the consequence of Theorem 1.1 that all the lemmas and theorems
in [8], §§4-6 are valid when "-" satisfies the seven axioms in Theorem
1.1 and the axiom (2, ().

I;

I;

§2.

Projections of a Baer *•ring

A *-ring A is a Baer *-ring if the right annihilator of any subset S
of A is the principal right ideal generated by a projection e EA (Kaplansky
[5], Chap. III, Definition 2), and 1-e is called the right projection of S.
(Similarly the left projection of S is defined.) Any Baer *-ring has a unity
element and any subset has its left projection. The right (resp. left) projection of an element x EA is denoted by RP(x) (resp. LP(x)), and is the
smallest projection e such that xe=x (resp. ex=x); xy=O is equivalent to
RP(x)•Y=O and to x•LP(y)=O. It is shown by [5], Chap. III, Proposition
1 that the projections of any Baer *-ring A form a complete lattice .L.
Interpreting e J_ f as ef =0 in L, it is easy to see that all the axioms
(1, a)-(1, () in § 1 of [8] are satisfied.
LEMMA 2.1. An element z EL is in the center Z of L if and only if
ze = ez for every e E L.
PROOF. If zEZ, then e=(zr--e)'-'{(1-z)r--e} for every eEL. Put e,=z~e
and e 2 =(1-z)~e. Since both e11 e2 commute with z and since e=e 1 +e 2 ,
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we have ze=ez. Conversely, suppose ze=ez for every e e L. If e is a
complement of z, then we have ze=z,......_e=O and z+e=Z'--'e=l. Hence
e=l-z, which means that z has a unique complement. It follows from
[8], Lemma 1.2 that z e Z.
REMARK 2.1. Let A be a *-ring such that RP(x) and LP(x) exist for
every xeA.
( i) If the projections of A form a complete lattice, then A is a Baer
*-ring. Proof: Let {x"; aeI} be a subset of A. Put e"=RP(x") and
e= U (e,.; aeI). Then xc,(1-e)=x,.ec,(1-e)=O for every ael. On the other
hand, if x"y=O for every aeI, then it follows that e,.y=O and e"•LP(y)=O
for every ael. Hence e•LP(y)=O, so that ey=O. Therefore the right
annihilator of {x,.} is of the form (1-e) A.
(ii) If e and f are projections of A and xy = e, yx = f, x e eAf, ye f Ae,
then e=LP(x)=RP(y) and f=RP(y)=LP(x). Because, we have LP(x) <e
since ex=x, and hence LP(x)=LP(x)•e=LP(x)•xy=xy=e; similarly we
obtain another equalities.
DEFINITION 2.1. (i) Two projections e, f of a *-ring A are said to be
algebraically equivalent (Berberlian [1], p. 503) and written e.::.,f, if there
exist x,yeA such that xy=e, yx=f. Since x, y can be replaced by exf,
fye, we may assume that x e eAf, ye f Ae.
(ii) Two projections e, f e A are said to be *-equivalent and written
e;i(,f, if there exists xeA such that xx*=e, x*x=f. If A is a Baer *-ring,
it follows from [5], Chap. III, Lemma 1 that x e eAf.
From now on, let A be a Baer *-ring and L be the lattice of projections of A. It is clear that the relations ".::..," and ",..;!," in L have the
properties (2, a), (2, /3) and (2, 81 ). It follows from [5], Chap. III, Proposition 3 that ",..;!," has the property (2, 7). Now, we shall prove that "~"
has the property (2,7). (Kaplansky [4] proved it when A is regular.)
LEMMA 2.2. If e.::.,f, then there exists a lattice-isomorphism 4> between
L(O,e)={geL; g<e} and L(O,f) such that g1-g2.::..,4>(g1)-4>(g2) when g1>g2.
PROOF. Let xy=e, yx=f, x e eAf, y=fAe. The mapping U--"'"YUX is a
ring-isomorphism between eAe and f Af ([5], Chap. II, Proposition 1). For
any geL(O, e), put a=ygx and cp(g)=RP(a). Then since aefAf, we have
4>(g) <f. Since a is idempotent, the right annihilator of a is of the form
(1-a)A, so that (l-a)A=(l-4>(g))A, which implies a4>(g)=a, 4>(g)a=4>(g).
Let heL(O,f) and put b=xhy, g=RP(b). Then, by the similar way as
above we have bg=b, gb=b and g < e. Since ybx=h, we have ha=h, ah=a
(a=ygx). Hence h4>(g)=hacf,(g)=ha=h and 4>(g)h=4>(g)ah=4>(g)a=4>(g), so
that h=4>(g). Therefore, 4> is a mapping of L(O, e) onto L(O, f). If 4>(g1)
=4>(g2), then (l-a1)A=(l-a2)A (a;=Ygtx), which implies a 1a2=ai, a 2a1 =a2.
Hence g1g2=gi, g2g1=g 2, so that g1=g 2. Therefore, 4> is one-to-one. If
g2 < g1, then a1a2=a2a1=a2, which implies cf,(g 2) < 4>(g1). Moreover, a 1-a2
is an idempotent and (a1 -a14>(g2))(4>(g1)-4>(g1)a2)=a1 -a2, (4>(g1)-4>(g1)a2)
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(a 1-a 1cp(g 2))=cp(Y1)-cp(gz), On the other hand, (g 1-gz)xy(g 1 -g 2 )=g 1 -g2 and
y(g 1 -g2)(g1 -gz)X=a1-a2, Therefore, Y1 -gz::., cp(g1)-cp(g2).
LEMMA 2.3. "::..," has the property (2, ry), that is, if e = EB (ea; a EI) ( e
is the l.u.b. of the orthogonal family {e"; a EI}) and e ::.,f, then there exists
a decomposition f = (B (f,,,; a EI) such that ea::., f,,, for every a EI.

PROOF.. We may assume without loss of generality that I is a wellordered set of ordinals {a; a<Q} where Q is a limit ordinal. For any a<Q
we put g"=(B(e~; /3<a) (g1 =0). Then {g"; a<Q} is a well-ordered ascending
set and LJ(g,,; a<Q)=e. Put h,,=cp(ga), where <p is the mapping defined in
Lemma 2.2. Then, {h.,; a<Q} is also a well-ordered ascending set and we
have LJ(h,,; a<Q)=cp(e)=f. Putting frj,=ha+ 1 -h,, for every a<Q, we have
ffi(f,,; a<Q)= LJ(h"; a<Q)=f and f.,::.,ga+1-g,,,=e.,.
Next, we shall show that the relative centers ([8], p. 217) coincide
with the center of L. The following lemma is useful.
LEMMA 2.4. If ef=0 and e::.,J, then e and f are perspective.
PROOF. Let e=xy, f=yx, XEeAf, yEfAe. Since y(e+x)=f+Y and
x(f +Y)=e+x, the right annihilator of e+x coincides with that off+y.
We put g=RP(e+x)=RP(f+y). Since XEAf, we have e+xEA(e'--'f),
which implies g <e'-'f. Since e+x=(e+x)g, we have e=(e+x)-xEAg+Af
CA(f'-'g), so that e<f'--'g. Similarly f<e'--'g. Therefore e,..,g=f'--'g=e+f.
Since yy=yefy=0, we have (f +Y)(e-y)=0, so that g(e-y)=0, ge=gy.
Hence e,.---.._g = (e,,.--,_g )g(e + f) = (e,,.--,_ g)g(y + f) = (e,.---.._g)(y + f) = (e,,.--,_g)e(f y + f) = 0.
Similarly we have f,,.--,_g=0. Therefore e and f are perspective.
LEMMA 2.5. The relative centers with respect to "::.," and "....!.," both
coincide with the center Z of L.
PROOF. Let z: (resp. Z 0*) be the relative center with respect to "::..,"

(resp. ",,.;::, ").

z:.

H is clear from the definition of the relative centers that

Z=:J Zo* =:J
If z E Z and e::., f < z, then there exists f 1 EL such that
e-z,,.--,_e ::.,f1.-=:; z. Since z,--,e=ze by Lemma 2.1, we have f 1(e-z,,.--,_e)=f1z(e-ze)
=0. Hence e-z,.---.._e and f 1 are perspective by Lemma 2.4. It follows by F.
Maeda [7], Kap. I, Hilfssatz 3.8 (III) that e-z,,.--,_e < z and so e < z. Therefore
Z=Z0a. This completes the proof.

To prove that "~" has the property (2, 82), we reform Lemma 4 of
[5], Chap. IV as follows.
LEMMA 2.6. Let ef=0, e,3;.,f, where xx*=e, x*x=f, x~eAf. If aEA
belongs to the ideal ( =two-sided ideal) of A generated by e and f, then
there exists bEA with 2b=a, that is, a/2 exists (not necessarily unique).
Moreover, there exists a projection g < e + f with 2g = e + f + x + x*.
PROOF. All elements a EA such that a/2 exist, form an ideal. We
shall show that e/2 and f/2 exist. Putting g=RP(e+x)=RP(f +x*), we
have g < e+ f, ge=gx* as in the proof of Lemma 2.4, and hence eg=xg.
Since (e+x)g=e+x, we have 2eg=e+x, which implies 2ege=e and 2egf =X.
Similarly we have 2fgf =f and 2fge=x*. Therefore, e/2 and f/2 exist
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and 2g=2(e+f)g(e+f)=e+ f +x+x*.
LEMMA 2.7. ",.t," has the property (2, 02).
PROOF. This is proved by Theorem 1 of [5], Chap. IV, using the
result of Lemma 2.6.
On the other hand, we obtain the following result, though it is not
clear that "::..," has the property (2, 02 ).
LEMMA 2.8. If e=ffi(e"; aEI), f=EBCfa; aEI), e"::..,fa for every aE!
and ef =0, then e and f are perspective.
PROOF. Let XaYa.=e", Yr1.Xr1.=fa., Xr1.Eer1.Afr1., Yr1.Efr1.Ae,, and Yr1.=RP(er1.+x")
=RP(f"+Y"). Then, since e"f"=O, we have ea,'---'g,,=fr1.'---'Ya=er1.+ f" and g,.e"
=g"y" as in the proof of Lemma 2.4. Putting g=ffi(g"; aEI), we have
C'---'g= U(er1.'---'ga; a EI)= U(f,,'--.,,Ya; aEI)=f',jg. Since g~er1.=0 for f]q=a, we
have (g-ga)e,.=0, ge"=gr1.ea., Similarly gfa.=ga.fa., so that gya.=gaYr1.• Thus
we have gea=YYa and hence (er--g)er1.=(e,,---.._g)ya.=(er--g)ef"y"=O for every aE I.
Therefore er--g=(er--g)e=O. Similarly f ,,---.._.g=O. Consequently e and f are
perspective.
LEMMA 2.9.
If ef q= 0 ( e, f E L ), then there exist ei, f 1 E L such that
0 q: e1 < e, 0 q=f1 < f and e 1, f 1 are perspective.
PROOF. Put e1 =e-er--(1-f) and f 1 =f-f r--(l-e). It follows from
ef q=O that e1 q:0 and f 1 q:0. Since e1 =e-{1-(1-e)'---' f}=f'---'(1-e)-(1-e),
we have e1 '---'(1-e)=f'---'(1-e)=f1 '-.../(1-e) and e1 r---(l-e)=O=f1 ,,---.._(l-e).
Hence e1 and f 1 are perspective.
LEMMA 2.10. ( i) If "::..," has the property (2, 17), then it has the property (2, 02),
(ii) If "::..," or "~" has the property (2, 17) then it has the property
(2, s).
PROOF. The statement ( i) is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.8.
(ii) Assume that "::..," has the property (2, 77). It follows from Lemma
2.9 and this assumption that
( 1) if ef q= 0, then there exist e1 , f 1 EL such that 0 q: e1 < e, 0 q:f1 < f
and e1 ::..,f1 •
a
Putting I e I= U (g EL; g-::5, e) (the hall of e in the sense of Loomis [6]), we
shall show that I e I is the central envelope of e (the smallest z E Z with
e < z). Using (1), we can1 prove that
a

(2)
g-<:lel (gEL) implies g<lel,
by the same method as in the proofs of [6], Lemma 21 and Theorem 3,
and the details are omitted. Let h EL be a complement of I e I- If h1 < h
a

and h1 -< I e I, then since h 1 < I e I by (2), we have h1 =0. This implies by
(1) that h•lel=O, and hence h+lel=h'-'lel=l, so that h=l-jej. Therefore I e I has a unique complement and this implies that I e IE Z by [8],
a

Lemma 1.2. If e < z E Z then it follows by Lemma 2.5 that g:5 e implies
g < z; and hence we have I e I < z. Consequently I e I is the contra! envelope
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of e. If I e lr-..1 f I=¾= 0, then it is clear that I e I· f =¾=0, and hence by the
definition of I e I there exists g EL such the g<.. e and gf =¾= 0. It follows by
(1) that there exist g 1, f 1 EL such that 0 \ g 1 < g, 0 =¾=f1 < f and g1 ::..Ji.
a

Since g 1 -< e, there exists e1 < e such that O=¾= e1 ~ g 1 • Therefore "~" has
the property (2, s). The statement concerning "~" is similarly proved.
Now we shall give the following conditions:
(a) e-er-..f ~e'---'f-f for every e,fEL;
(a*) e-er-..f ~e'---'f-f for every e,fEL.
Clearly (a*) implies (a). ",.!!,.." (resp. ",!,'') has the property (2, 17) if and
only if A satisfies the condition (a) (resp. (a*)). Because, it follows from
(a) that if e'---'g=f'--'g and er-..g=f r--.g=0 then e::...,e'--'g-g=f'---'g-g::.,f;
and conversely (a) follows from (2,17) since e-er--.f and e'--'f-f are perspective.
THEOREM 2.1. (i) If a Bear *-ring A satisfies the condition (a), then
the algebraic equivalence "::.," in the lattice L of projections of A has the
seven properties (2, a), (2, (3), (2, iy), (2, o), (2, s), (2, () and (2, 17), interpreting
e l.f as ef=0. And concerning the dimension functions on L, the theorems
in § 5 of [8] are all valid, interpreting e ,_ f as e::..., f.
(ii) If A satisfies the condition (a*), then the *-equivalence "~" in L
has the above seven properties (2, a)-(217). And the theorems in §5 of [8]
are all valid, interpreting e-f as e~f.
PROOF. If (a) (resp. (a*)) is satisfied, then it follows from the preceding lemmas and Theorem 1.1 that ",.!!," (resp. "~ ") has the properties
(2, a)-(2, 17) except (2, (). It is proved by the method in the last paragraph
of [8], §3 that ",.!!,.." (resp. "~ ") has the property (2, () when it has the
following property: If e1 ffie 2 =f1 ffif2 then there is ZEZ such that

*

*

z------e 1 -< zr-..f1 and (l-z)r--.e 2 -< (l-z)/-f2 (resp. zne 1 -< Zr-f1 and (l-z)r--.e2<
(l-z)r--.f2). This property can be proved by the same mothod as in the
proof of [3], Lemma 6.1 and the details are omitted. The statements
concerning dimension functions are clearly valid.
DEFINITION 2.2. L and A are called to be a-finite (resp. *-finite) if in
L 1 is finite with respect to "::.," (resp. "~ "). Clearly, if L and A are
a-finite, then they are *-finite.
THEOREM 2.2. (i) If a Baer *-ring A satisfies the condition (a) and
is a-finite, then the lattice L of projections of A is a continuous geometry
and the. algebraic equivalence coincides with the perspectivity.
(ii) If a Baer *-ring A satisfies the condition (a*) and is *-finite,
then it is a-finite and L is a continuous geometry. And' both the *- and
algebraic equivalences coincide wir,h the perspectivity.
PROOF. (i) Since L is self-dual, it follows from Theorem 2.1 and the
corollary of Theorem 1.1 that L is a continuous geometry; and it follows
by Lemma 2.5 that "::.," coincides with the perspectivity.
a

a
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(ii) It is shown by the similar way as in ( i) that L is a continuous
geometry and that "~" coincides with the perspectivity. We shall show
the a-finiteness of A, which implies that "~" also coincides with the
perspectivity by (i). If A is not a-finite, then there exists an orthogonal
family of non-zero projections {en; 1 < n< co} such that en~e 1 for every n.
It follows by Lemma 2.4 and (a*) that en~ e1 for every n. This contradicts
the *-finiteness of A.
REMARK 2.2. We shall give the following conditions:
(a) RP(x)~LP(x) for every xEA;
(b) if eAf =¾= 0, then there exist e1,f1 EL such that 0 =¾= e1 < e, 0 =¾=f1 :::;J and
el ::_,ft;
(a*) RP(x)~LP(x) for every xEA;
(b*) if eAf =¾= 0, then there exist ei, f 1 EL such that O=¾= e1 < e, 0 =¾=f1 <f and
el ~f1,
It is clear that (a*) (resp. (b*)) implies (a) (resp. (b)).
( i) (a) (resp. (a*)) implies both (a) and (b) (resp. (a*) and (b*)).
Proof. Since RP(e(l-f))=e'-'f-f and LP(e(l-f))=e-er--.f ([3], Lemma
5.3), we have (a) ⇒ (a) and (a*) ⇒ (a*). Since 0=¾=xEeAf implies 0=¾=LP(x)<e
and 0=¾=RP(x) <f, we have (a) ⇒ (b) and (a*) ⇒ (b*).
(ii) If (a*) is satisfied, then"~" coincides with"~". Proof. Let
e=xy, f Eyx, xEeAf, yEfAe. Since e=LP(x) and f=RP(x) by Remark 2.1
(ii), we have e ,..t, f by (a*). Hence e ~ f if and only if e ~ f.
(iii) Let ZP be the set of all central projections of A. Then it is clear
by Lemma 2.1 that Z-::JZP. We shall show that Z=ZP if (b) is satisfied.
Let zEZ. If e<z, f<l-z and e~f, then we have e=f=0 by Lemma
2.5. Hence, it follows by (b) that zA(l-z)=0 and (1-z)Az=0. Since
zx(l-z)=0 and (1-z)xz=0, we have zx=xz for every xEA. Therefore
Z=ZP'
Now we shall examine the Baer *-rings which appear in Kaplansky
[4] and [5].
REMARK 2.3. ( i) In § 2 of [ 4J, the complete *-regular ring is defined.
We can see that any complete *-regular ring is a regular Baer *-ring and
vice versa. Because, any complete ~-regular ring is a Baer *-ring by
Remark 2.1 (i), and any regular Baer *-ring is *-regular by [5], Chap.
III, Proposition 2. It is easily seen that any complete *-regular ring A
satisfies (a), and it is shown by Theorem 2 of [ 4] that A is a-finite. Hence
L is a continuous geometry and the algebraic equivalence coincides with
the perspectivity by Theorem 2.2 ( i ).
(ii) In [5], a Baer *-ring A satisfying the EP- and SR-axioms is
treated. Theorem 1 of Chap. VII shows that (a*) follows from the two
axioms (Theorem 1 of Chap. V shows that (b*) follows from the EP-axiom
immediately). Hence the result of Theorem 2.1 (ii) is available for A. It
is proved by [5], Appendix II, Theorem 2 that A moreover satisfies (a*),
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using the complete additivity of *-equivalence. We remark that for a Baer
*-ring A the following axiom implies (a*) directly (see [l], Lemma 3.3).
(PD): Any xEA can be written x=wr (w, rEA) with r=r*, r 2 =x*x (the
polar decomposition of x).
If A satisfies the EP- and SR-axioms and has no abelian direct summand,
then A satisfies PD-axiom by [5], Appendix II, Theorems 1 and 3. Any
AW-algebra satisfies all the EP-, SR- and PD-axioms.
§ 3.

Reduction theory

Let A be a Baer *-ring and L be the lattice of projections of A.
DEFINITION 3.1. An ideal J of L is said to be a p-ideal (Wright [9],
Definition 2.1) if e::., f E J implies e E J. If A satisfies (a), then any p-ideal
is a neutral ideal (F. Maeda [7], Kap. I, Definition 4.5).
The following two lemmas can be proved by the same methods as in
the proofs of [9], Lemma 2.1 and Berberian [l], Lemma 3.6, and the proofs
are omitted.
LEMMA 3.1. If A satisfies (a) and I is an ideal ( =two-sided ideal) of
A, then the projections in I form a p-ideal of L, denoted by J(I).
LEMMA 3.2. If A satisfies (a) and J is a p-ideal of L then the right
ideal and the left ideal of A generated by J are the same ideal, denoted
by I(J), which is self-adjoint. And we have xEI(J)¢:::;,RP(x)EJ¢:::>LP(x)EJ.
DEFINITION 3.2. An ideal A is said to be restricted if it is generated
by its projections (Dixmier [2], p. 15).
LEMMA 3.3. If A satisfies (a), then there exists a one-to-one correspondence between the set of all restricted ideals of A and the set of all pideals of L, by the mapping I -J(I).
PROOF. For any restricted ideal of A, it is clear that I(J(I))=I. If
J is a p-ideal of L, then it is clear that J(I(J))-::::J J. Conversely, if
eEJ(I(J)), then since eEI(J), we have e=RP(e)EJ by Lemma 3.2. Consequently J(I(J))=J. Hence the mapping I-J(I) has the desired property.
LEMMA 3.4. Let A satisfy (a) and I be a restricted ideal of A.
( i) In the *-ring A/I, the right projection and the left projection of
any x/IEA/1 exist and are equal to RP(x)/I and LP(x)/1 respectively.
(ii) A/I satisfies (a), and if A satisfies (a*) then so does A/I.
(iii) If a/ I and bfI are projections of A/ I and a/ I::., bf I in A/ I, then
there exist e,fEL such that e=a, f=b (mod. I) and e,!!,f.
PROOF. The assertion ( i) can be proved by the same method as in the
proof of [1], Theorem 3.7, and the details are omitted.
(ii) Since RP(x),';.,LP(x), we have RP(x)/l,';.,LP(x)/1 in A/I, which
implies RP(x/I)!!-LP(x/I) by (i), so that A/I satisfies (a). The second
statement can be proved similarly.
(iii) If a/l,';.,b/I in A/I, then by Remark 2.1 (ii) there is x/IEA/I such
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that LP(x/I)=a/I and RP(x/I)=b/I. Putting e=LP(x) and f =RP(x), we
have e/I=a/Tand f/I=b/Iby (i), and e::..,f by (a). This completes the proof.
If A satisfies (a) and is a-finite, then L is a continuous geometry and
"::..," coincides with the perspectivity by Theorem 2.2 (i). And hence the
set of p-ideals of L coincides with the set of neutral ideals. We remark
that if J is a neutral ideal of a complemented modular lattice L then L/J
can be defined and is also a complemented modular lattice, where e/J=fiJ
(e,fEL) ifandonlyifthere is gEJ with e'-'g=f'-'g (see [7], Kap. I, Satz
4.5 and Hilfssatz 4.6).
LEMMA 3.5. Let A satisfy (a) and be a-finite. If I is a restricted
ideal of A and J is the neutral ideal of the projections in I, then the projections of the *-ring A/ I form a complemented modular lattice (by the
usual order of projections) which is isomorphic to L/J.
PROOF. First we shall prove that e/I=f/I if and only if e/J=f/J. If
e/I=f/I, then since e(l-f)=e(e-f)EI, we have e'-'f-f=RP(e(l-f))EJ
by Lemma 3.2. Similarly e'-' f-e E J. Putting g=(e'-' f-f)'-'(e'-' f-e), we
have gEJ and e'-'g=e'-'f=f'-'g, so that e/J=f/J. Conversely, if there is
gEJ with e'-'g=f'-'g, then since e'-'g-e::._,g-er--.g<gEJ, we have
e'-'g-eEJCI, so that e/I=e----'g/I. Similarly f/I=f'--'g/I, and hence e/I=f/I.
Since for any projection a/I of A/I there is eEL with e/I=a/I (Lemma 3A
(iii)), e/J-e/I (eEL) is a one-to-one mapping of L/J onto the set of projections of A/I. This mapping is order-preserving, since e/J<f/J¢:.⇒ e'-'f/J
=f/J qe'-"f/I=f/I q e'-'f-f=RP(e(l-f))EI q e(l-f)EI q e/l=ef/I
qe/I<f/I. This completes the proof.
If A satisfies (a) (resp. (a*)) then the dimension functions d on L can
be introduced by Theorem 2.1, where the dimensions d(e) of e EL are continuous functions on the space SJ of all maximal ideals w of the center
Z of L (see [8], §5 and [7], Kap. I, §5). If moreover A is a-finite (resp.
*-finite) there is a unique normalized dimension function d 0 such that
do(l)=l ([8], Theorem 5.3). We shall call d 0(e) simply the dimension of e.
If A satisfies (a) and is a-finite and I is a maximal restricted ideal
(maximal in the set of restricted ideals) of A, then by Lemma 3.3 J(l) is
a maximal neutral ideal of the continuous geometry L. It follows by [7],
Kap. V, Setz 3.1 that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the set
of maximal restricted ideals I of A and SJ, by the mapping l-'>--J(l)r--.Z.
Hence we may consider the dimension d 0( e) as a function on the set of all
maximal restricted ideals of A.
THEOREM 3.1. If A is an a-finite Baer *-ring satisfying the condition
(a) and I is a maximal restricted ideal of A, then A/ I is also an a-finite
Baer *-ring satisfying the condition· (a) and is irreducible. The projections
of A/I form a simple continuous geometry and the dimension of e/I (eEL)
is equal to the numerical value of the dimension of e at I. If A satisfies
the condition (a*), then so does A/ I.
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PROOF. It follows from [7], Kap. V, Hilfssatz 3.3 that L/J(I) is a
simple continuous geometry and that the dimension of e/J(I) is equal to
the value of d 0(e) at J(I),-.,Z. Hence the projections of A/I from a simple
continuous geometry by Lemma 3.5 and the dimension of e/I is equal to
the value of do(e) at I. It follows by Lemma 3.4 (i) and Remark 2.1 (i)
that Af I is a Baer *-ring. It follows by Lemma 3.4 {ii) that A/I satisfies
(a), which implies that if two projections a/I and bf I of AJI are perspective
then a/ I~ bfI. Conversely, if af I~ bf Jin A/ I then by Lemma 3.4 (iii) there
exist e, f EL with e-=a, f =b (mod. I) and e ~ f. Since e and f are perspective, so are efJ and ffJ in LfJ. Hence afI=efI and bfI=ff I are perspective. Consequently "~" coincides with the perspectivity in the lattice
of projections of A/I. Since any projection perspective to 1 is equal to 1,
AJ I is a-finite. A/ I is irreducible since it has no central projections except
0 and 1 (Remark 2.2 (iii)). If A satisfies moreover (a*), then so does Af I
by Lemma 3.4 (ii).
COROLLARY 1. If A is a *-finite Baer *-ring satisfying the EP- and
SR-axioms (see Remark 2.3 (ii)) and {I,_; J EA} is the family of all maximal restricted ideals of A, then A is *-isomorphic to a subdirect product
of {A/I,_; .<EA} by the mapping x---+(xfI,_; JEA), where each AfI,_ is an
irreducible *-finite Baer *-ring satisfying the condition (a*).
PROOF. Let J,_ be the maximal neutral ideal of L corresponding to
I,_. Since n(J,_; .<EA)=(O) by [7], Kap. V, Anmerkung 3.1, n(J,.; .<EA)
contains no non-zero projection. We have n (I,_; J EA)= (O) since it follows
from the EP-axiom that any non-zero ideal of A contains a non-zero projection. Hence A is *-isomorphic to a subdirect product of {A/I,_; JEA} by
[7], Kap. VI, Satz 1.12. The other statements follow from the theorem.
REMARK 3.1. In this corollary if A satisfies moreover the PD-axiom
in Remark 2.3 (ii), then so does each AfI,_. On the contrary, Af I,_ does not
satisfy the EP- and SR-axioms in general.
COROLLARY 2. If A is a complete *-regular ring (see Remark 2.3 (i))
and {I,_; J EA} is the family of all maximal ideals of A. Then A is *-isomorphic to a subdirect product of {AfI,_; JEA} by the mapping x---+(x/I,_;
.<EA), where each A/I,_ is a simple complete *-regular ring.
PROOF. Since A is *-regular, any ideal of A is restricted. Hence each
I,_ is a maximal restricted ideal and n(J,_; JEA)=(O) implies n(J,.; JEA)=
(0). It is easy to see that A/I,_ is also regular and hence is a complete
*-regular ring. A/ I,_ is simple since I,. is a maximal ideal.
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